Eager's nephew.

J FICTION
Norby, the mixed-up robot.

Asimov, Janet. & Asimov,
Isaac,
Walker, 1983. Jeff Wells was
flunking out of the Space
Academy until Norby the
second-hand teaching robot
tries to help but only
complicates Jeff's life even more with his antics.

JSF ASIMOV

Fox, Helen.
Wendy Lamb Books, c2006. In
a world which has banned
self-aware robots, Eager and
his brilliant but headstrong
nephew, Jonquil, come out of
hiding to visit the Bell family, and soon become
involved in the mysterious and dangerous
events surrounding them and their friends.

JSF FOX

Brother from a box.
Kuhlman, Evan.
Atheneum Books for Young
Readers, c2012. Sixth-grader
Matt Rambeau finds out what
it is like to have a brother
when his father, a computer
genius, creates a robot kid that goes to school
with Matt, shares his feelings and ideas, plays,
does chores, fights for his "life" when chased by
spies, and becomes a part of the family.

J KUHLMAN
The eyes of the killer robot.

Bellairs, John.
Dial Books, c1986. 13 yearold Johnny Dixon is put in
jeopardy when he and
Professor Childermass try to
find a robot made many
years ago by an evil wizard.

JM BELLAIRS

Murder, my tweet : from the
tattered casebook of Chet
Gecko, private eye.
Hale, Bruce. Harcourt,
c2004. Detective Chet Gecko
and his associate, Natalie
Attired, take a case tailing a
cheating boyfriend but are instead led to a
mystery involving blackmail and robots.

JM HALE

The boy at the end of the
world.

Van Eekhout, Greg.
New York : Bloomsbury, 2011.
Born half-grown in a world
that is being destroyed, Fisher
has instinctive knowledge of
many things, including that he must avoid the
robot that knows his name.

JSF VAN EEKHOUT
Eager.

Ungifted.

Fox, Helen.
Wendy Lamb Books, c2004.
Unlike Grumps, their oldfashioned robot, the Bell
family's new robot, Eager, is
programmed to not merely
obey but to question, reason, and exercise free
will.

JSF FOX

A boy and his bot.

Korman, Gordon.

Wilson, Daniel H.

Balzer & Bray, 2014.
The strange journey of
Donovan Curtis, a prankster
whose latest escapade does
unintended but colossal
damage to the Hardcastle Middle School gym
and lands him in the district's gifted school

Bloomsbury Books, 2011.
When timid young Code falls
into Mekhos, where
everything is metal and
circuitry, he must obtain the
legendary Robonomicon from evil Immortalis.

J KORMAN

J WILSON

NON-FICTION
Future tech : from personal
robots to motorized
monocycles.

Piddock, Charles.

titles: Battling for victory : the coolest robot
competitions., Robots at your service : from the
factory to your home, Robots in risky jobs : on
the battlefield and beyond.]

J629.892 CLA

National Geographic, c2009.
Explains and illustrates the
most current research and
technologies that promise to change our lives
dramatically in the future, from machines with
the ability of independent thought, to cars that
drive themselves, to robots that borrow their
nature from nature itself.

J600 PID

Robotics

How to draw robots.

Bergin, Mark.
New York : PowerKids
Press, 2009. Clear
instructions give the skills
needed to bring robots to
life.

Children’s Non-Fiction or Fiction for
Older Readers
Summer Reading Program
2014

J743.8 BER

The cult of LEGO.
Baichtal, John.No Starch
Press, c2011. Both deep
and wide-ranging, The
Cult of LEGO is
encyclopedic in its
coverage, surveying
everything from gigantic models to robots to
genuine works of art.

The robots are coming,
and other problems.

Rash, Andy.
Arthur A. Levine Books,
2000. A collection of short
illustrated poems about
various things that the
imaginative reader might fear or worry about.

J811.6 RAS

J688.7 BAI
Humanoid Robots;
running into the future.

Clay, Kathryn.
Capstone Press, [2014]
Describes competitions
and games involving
robots. [see also Clay’s

Robo world : the story of
robot designer Cynthia
Breazeal. Brown, Jordan.
Franklin Watts, c2005. Fine
writing and full-color
photographs, show honors
from childhood.

JB BREAZEAL CYNTHIA BRO
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